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Search. Recent posts. Gypsy Heart episode 3 - Gypsy Heart episode 2 - Gypsy Heart episode 1. Recent comments. Archives. March 2013. Categories. ----- Polonaise (white dance) (Polish. Polonez) is a Polish dance that originated in the 18th century. The composer, Polish composer Jan Adam Moszynski, wrote it in 1768. Polonaise is one of the dances
in the program of balls, which was often performed as a final dance. Polonaise is often danced to the sounds of a brass band, as well as the piano, violin, guitar and balalaika. In Warsaw on the day of the city is still held the Independence Day Ball in honor of the Republic of Poland. Polonaise (Polish. Polonez - "Polish dance") is a Polish folk dance

originally performed only by men. For many centuries it was considered a dance only for men; however, in the recent years women also dance Polonaise. There are two types of polonaise: Polish Polonaise, a solemn marching dance at a moderate tempo, most often accompanied by an orchestra. Polish Polonaise of the 19th century was a dance that was
danced at balls in aristocratic homes. Polonaise in Polish. Polonaise, also waltz Polish. Walcz, from Fr. valse-bÃ©zier "waltz-bezier" - ballroom dance genre, in which the form of movements borrowed from folk dances (Polish, Ukrainian, Belarusian), as well as from the waltzes of Johann Strauss. Polish waltz is a ballroom dance, originated and

disseminated in Poland. It is a variation of the Polish Polonaise. Has a number of differences and peculiarities which make it different from other dances of the world. Therefore, it is often confused with the Polish dance. And all because in Poland, polonaise is called the Polish dance. And by its sound, it has many similarities with the polonaise. For
example And even in the music there are similar notes. Polonaise is a Polish lyrical musical composition that emerged in Poland at the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries. It got its name "Polonaise" from the word "Polish". The Polonaise is a ceremonial dance that was performed in ceremonial gatherings and was popular in the 17th century. The music
of the Polonaise had a great influence on the development of solo performance on the piano and became a model for many other dances. The Polonaise is Chopin's first polonaise. This dance contains the main melodic lines of this composer. Chopin often composed music for plays and for performance on the piano. This makes it possible to trace the

evolution of his work and the development of his musical and stage thinking. Chopin wrote pieces that were close in character to Polish folk dances. His art is marked by the unusual richness and variety of genres: they are both virtuosic, brilliant, sparkling with humor and youth, and graceful, light, full of grace, graceful polonaise, and majestic, solemn
and solemn, austere, but full of dignity, majestic and strict, full of pathos and deep sadness, thoughtful, dreamy, melancholic minuet, and finally, soulfully lyrical, passionate, rebellious and at the same time filled with high poetry and profound sadness waltz. Among Chopin's many waltzes, the most notable are On the Wings of Song and Nocturne in F
Minor, Ponder, Prelude in F Minor, Impromptu in B Minor, and Mazurka in B Minor, "Mazurka in A Minor", "Fantastic Pieces", "Nocturne in D Major", "Scherzo in B Flat Major", "Revolutionary", "Cumparsita", "Revolutionary Etude" and "Etudes-Paintings". The so-called "Military" and "Swedish" Polonaises occupy a special place among them.

This work and its author (part-time) are not known to me. In the film "Love Without Rules" starred as an actor Konstantin Khabensky, star of the films "The Admiral" and "The Irony of The Irony of Fate". In the film he plays a macho man who falls in love with a a girl reconstructor, who comes to his town. She He gets a feeling of... jealousy, and he
tries to her to get even. Konstantin Khabensky is an honored Artist of Russia, he has for many years actor of the Sovremennik theater, where he appeared in 2007. It was play "Two on a swing". In 2009, he appeared in the film "Admiral" and became a character The film adaptation of the novel "The Quiet Don". Alexander A. Prokhanov: -- What's
next, when all this is over, all this war. And there will be peace and quiet in the world. Alexei Ivanov: -- I don't know. Alexander A. Prokhanov: -- Well, how is it that you don't know. -- Maybe after the war, Russia will start building a big temple on top of a mountain, on top of the highest mountain, on which a golden ball will stand, and a monastery

will be built around it. -- And it will be called -- "New Jerusalem." -- No. I think that New Jerusalem is the name of the place where Temple was destroyed and where First Calvary was built. But I'm not asserting anything. I just don't see any other place. I think it would be Jerusalem, restored to the form in which it existed in Jerusalem in the territory
of Judea in the first century A.D. I'm not talking about some new building, for Jerusalem -- it's a city. It is simply a city. Jerusalem. And Jerusalem doesn't need to be built. It has to be rebuilt. Just Jerusalem.
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